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ヨ出uad. Let C;ホ be a finitely genεγatcd KJeinian group びオしhヨfunc1arn邑ntal
domain bounded h)ァ afinit巳 nurnbe.ro:f circles which ar日mutuallydisjoint or tang巴nt
cxterna!ly to日achother. Th己 il:holds d(A(G':')ニ F(G勺12betiNe三nthe Hausdorff 
dimension d(A(Gつ)of the limit s己tA(Cア)and Poincare dim巴I1S10nF(G勺forG白白
;[11!tl'odurt1uHo 日tG ご a and finite K1巴iniangτoup， 
Let 
「 = 1， (i= 0， 1， 2， . . ，) 
be any elemεnt 0;C;'フ iN!1(三re品 isthe 
and the Hau一日d仁.rfdimen;;jc，n 
transfonnation， The Poincarさdirn.cnsion





denot佑i:hed-dimなndoualHausclor:f me，isure of Aiβ) 
group， Then the form'ヨτauthorD1"'UV己 tlH:'.
rヒlatiorl
If G i日af:¥uchsian group uI the first thとabove勺仁nャiaLIt i~， 
that (勺 holdsIor e_ JCi¥lchsian grclup uf th(:， second kind. '¥vit:hout 
el e:cnent~~ 1n th← ca:~~r.:.:.:子))よ~， an.d the 
り J
ム i8Dres~~qted l:rv' hirn、 D， s:Jmval1 ~3(:lvc~d this 
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the methoc1 of space group and further shovved that勺holdsfor the 
Let us denote G本 a g色neratedKleinian group with a fundamentaI domain 
bounded a finite number of circ1es which are or umgent externally to 
each other. The purpose of th!.s paper is 1:0 show that IS valid for G" 
VVe are intereste己inthe relation bεtween G" and the group with めfinIteγ{コiumein 
tI1e sense of Sullivan 3Jld have yet。
It is seen that G" is a free group. It seems sti1 ope日 that(つ holdsfor日lore
and finite fr問 groups明
and notations about our Kleinian groups in S L We shalJ 
t2lie relation between the HausdorIf measure and the rneasure defined tI1e 
formed the isometric cirdes for，the limit set of om group inσVf e shalI prove 
the main theorem giving the relation between the function andεHausdorff 
measure of the limit set of our group i口 Atlast in '1ve 8ha11εthεrelaιtior. 
between the Poinca:e dimensl心nand the I-Iausdorff dimensioi1 of the limit s巴tIor 0;1':[ 
Kleinian grOi.1p G'" the main theorem 
iN e shall state our he日lrtvthanks to Prof園T. Kur句。da his valuable and suitable 
advIcεs to this papec 
finite gìt'\Cl ~lij]S ， 
L Let r Iコ三 agroup of of the extended c. A point Zo 
is called a limit of r， ifthere are a sequence of distinct elements {γ，} cr and 
a 8uch that 出向ト卜∞ TJ.sεalI limit of r iscal!ed the lin:ü~ 
set oI r and is denoted 1¥.(0， If z isnot limit point， cwe say it is of 
r， and we denotεthe set of a1 and call the of 
of ro It is obvious ニ
2， Let L1S denote c)， "'，少量;2)thεcircles in the C such that Int 
for = 1，…， p (i手J)。
V¥f e shall consider the group by the inv町 sionsゎ(i=1，…?ρ) vvith respect 
to the cirGIes Ci (i = 1， ，・ anddenote it G =くれ?…， !'予>，
iNe put B;= (i=l，…， ρ)，羽rherec1 denotes the closure of fl and 
{Y向。 ，Y)， I約二1，…， ρ(i=l，…?勾)，門司と防+1(jニ1，…， n-l)} 
for any integer n. 
Ifn孟2，we shall define η0・，.。 for anyγ ニ γVn0 0 ._0 
γV)EG幻。 11 ， jfn = 1， v!e pvtγ)= foγ'any y二 γlJ)
NOVi! put L，，= U 刊かrnε]¥f， Then it is obvious コ andパ二ιηヰφWeshall 
'VEl.T" 
prove the ωdue to [6J ， [8J 
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PROPOSITION 1. The grozψG in the above has the 
( i ) Gisa disconti問。悶 in1JcrsiongrOlψωith ニハ工l
(ii) G has l舵 relatio幻 γ 二 y;=id
87 
Proof. Tal王eany point ze n :;=ILηSi凹 e for any n， there exist a sε明e即 eof 
distinct elements {SI} c G and a set closed discs 1三五んやけさ五ム n=1，2.… such
that Sηfor any n. Hence there exist a subsequence (c ) and Bk (1孟
k三五ρ)such that for a1l i. This means that and so 二〕什∞
To obtain the converse inclusion， itsuffices to show 仁三 forany n. If we take 
any zEA(G)， then there exist a sequence of distinct elements of G and some 
point .xεC such that →z as n 山ワ‘
Assume that Z~Ll' Then it is obvious that Ze 什 ~=IExt (c，). Since r-l~=IExt is open， 
there e:xists a positive 的活uchthat けεIora1 n詮的・ Thisis a 
contradiciti仁札 Hence we get ・ We shall use the induction 
Assume that the invarianc己 oI under the action of we have 
二日?1γ仏(G))CnLl:MLJ=L31十l' Henぽ vveobtain 制G)c円二lL'n
c C， we can see = C- 弓とや E τhis means that G is 
ヰZ
discontinuous. 
(ii) For any fixec1 element S在C，we put Sニ Yv"O・"0γ1')'where I}i二 L・1戸(i二上…，
l}i-i-1 (iニ1，…， n-l) andは1. a f間 'rvefi吋 that
.V!} 1 and so ・ Fromthe form of 8， we have 
ancl 80γ的。γ 長ノ3・ Repeatingthese 
Hence we haveγ(z)ヰzand y =1 This the of (ii). 
ιlε. d. 
3. Now let us Ti二%。γ'ifor i ，_cc1，・.， 1う-1.Denote Gホ thegτ'oup 
(Tし…，Tρl}. Thenwe can sεe that G場 COl1日istsof liu!;氾 rtransformations IJ日c;，
TN e shal1 put 手= { 17:If -， Tρ_1' Tご)and caJl it the 白悶悶削命官守'Clτ1悶的1前aが以山it抗川dベ(
Ti.えtfirst Vl ε ~，，~hall 立変iVI吃う th巳follo'i予W湾可吋fぺbロ1変 the 仁O片A江r喝でem.
THEORE1¥!! 1. Gキ isa izemnelricallv β~nitlピ l{leinian grlυzψ with つニ
. To prove 1:hi8 we shall need two lemmas. 
LEMMA L Gホ i8 ?If!axi?!'wl o( Gαf in C. 
PmoL To prove this wεshall introduce a new sεt 士 ':yν2n小 "0γν1I !/iニ1，
ヘρ(iニlJ…，句的中的+1U=l，…， 2n-1) andn= 0， 1，・.Since (J* i8 the lnaxin1al 
subgroup of c; of iinear it suffices to shO¥v G *工GFU
Sh1(~，日 anyelem合凶 S必ホ C加 be ¥Nritten in the fOflTl 8 =Jい。 "'0 '，T¥y}: V\t川(~. j 
Vv叫jハN吋、¥1品h♂灯reう了い工?吟争。γliεC' (いV的Zニ1，。….一ヘ也¥、 戸一1 ;二lL守 .一….一 長針机}L.了T引'0りコ式ta凶¥l日 the c叩 1γi尽色rse1口以出1c1七仇旬]トlus、丹討io叩1η噌t回凶akζむ
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any element S =γV2J…。γIノ1eG'. If n=l， then S=γV20γV1二 (yp。γV2)一10{Yp。γV1)=1)ら10
TV1eG*. Assume γν2n-20γV2n-30…。γV1eG*.Then we can see S=γV2n。γV2n_10(γV2n_20・o
YV1) e (作3γη'V2，
and our lemma is established. 
q.e.d. 
LEMMA 2. It holds G*<lG and [G: G*]=2. 
Proof. First we shall prove the former assertion. Take any elements S and T from 
G and G*=G'， respectively. Then SoToS-1 is a wordconsistingof an even number of 
elements， that is， 2n elements of手.From (ii) of Proposition 1， So To S-1 can be written 
as a reduced word of an even number of elements， that is， 2m elements of手(m豆n).Hence 
we have SoToS-1eG'=G* and so SG*S-lcG* for any SeG. 
Let us show the remainder. Take any element Sニγun0...。γV1eG， where V;ニ1， ρ
(i=l，…， n)and巧±防+1(j=1，…， n -1). If n iseven， then SeG'二 G*.Assume that n is
odd. If we put n=2k+1， then we have S=γ2k+10 (γV2ko…o YV1)=γ'po {ypoγV2k+1)0 (γV2ko…。
γV1)eηG'= ηG*. Hence we have G= G* U)今G*and so [G: G*] =2 
q.e.d. 
N ow we can give the proof of Theorem l. 
Proof. From Proposition 1 we can easily see that G * isa Kleinian group. First we 
shall show that G* is geometrically finite. For this purpose let us consider the action of 
ぴ onthe upper half-space， H3 = {(z， t)I zeC， t> O}. Let H; be a sphere in f3， the 
Eucliden 3-space， which is orthogonal to C with H; n C = C; (i = 1，…，ρ). We putp=H3n 
{n:=lExt{H;)} • Then P is a convex finite-sided fundamental polyhedron for G in H3. 
Hence P* =Int {P U Cl (Yp{p))} is a convex fundamental polyhedron for G* in H3. Since 
P is finite sided， so is P*. Therefore G* is geometrically finite. 
Next we shall prove that G* is free. 
Let SeG* be of the form S= Tε'0…。Tε"where 11;=1，…，ρ-1，ε;=1 or-1 (i=l，…， n)ν V， 
and T::ヰTrv=I，…，n-1). First we consider the case of n=2， that is， S= T:o T::' It 
can be represented by γ1，…， )今回 thebelow table. 
降ぐ l -1 
1 γρ。γ12。γp。γ1 γ'poγ120γν101:ρ 
l YV20YVj YV20ηo Yv川
In any case T:o T~ can be represented as a reduced word of払…，yp whose length is at 
least two. By the similar argument to the above， we can form the similar table and find 
that T~.'o T~:o T~: is represented as a reduced word whose length is. at least four. By 
均均門
repeating these procedure， we see that. S isnot an identical transformation. Hence G本 is
free. 
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Finally we.shall show that A(G*)=A(G). Since A(G*)cA(G)， itsuffices to show the 
converse inclusion. Take any point zeA(G). Then there exist a sequence of distinct 
elements {5n} cG and xeC such that 5，μ)→z as n→+∞. We can easily see from Lemma 
2 that there exist an element Un ε G*and ゐ=0 or 1 for an町y円r司叫elem附 en此t5n Sl凱叩u叫1
Ifδゐn二 ofor infinitely many (仇?丸n附， then zeA(G*勺).Assume that there exists a positive integer 
向 suchthat On = 1 for al n孟rlo・ Noting 5n(x) = (γ'p0 Un) (x)=(ypo Un。η)(γ'p(x) and γ'p0 Un。
，入
γ'peG* from Lemma 2， we can easily sιthat zeA(G*). Hence we complete the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
32. Isometric circles and a covering of A(G *). 
1. Since G * isfree， there exist T Vl'…， Tvne手forany 5eG* such that 5 can be 
represented uniquely in the form 5= Tvno "'0 TV1' So we shall call the number n the grade 
of 5 and use the notation 5(n) to clarify the grade n of 5. 
Let 5， TeG* - {id} be two arbitrary elements with 50 Tヰid. Denote by Is， Irand 
Iso T the isometric circles of 5， T and 50 T， respectively. Let Rs， RT arid RsoT be the radii 
of Is， ITand IsoT， respectively. The following equa1ities are well known (see [5J ): 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
R<oT= R，S' RT -
SoT-I T(∞) -5-1(∞) I 
R内 m ・R小
I (50 T)-1(∞)-T-l(∞) I =ー ニ七一一ι
"s 
R2 T 
I T(∞)-5-1(∞) I 
2. The purpose of 32 is to give the relation between the Hausdorff measure and the 
measure defined by the special covering formed by the isometric circles of elements of G* 
for A(G*). We shall arrange the results as Theorem 2 on the end of 32. For this purpose 
we shall give some lemmas. 
First of al we shall prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let {品l} be a sequence 0/ G* sati.砂ing$nl= TVno…。TV1(Tvl''''' Tvne"fj.) 
and 5(n十1)=TVn+1o $nl /or al ηeN. Then there exist two ρositive constants ~ =ん(G*)<l





R< 二 R↑ n'e"(η+1) ~'l"n+l U0(nl 
from (2.1)， we have 
RT. ・Rs，.
vn+l 、"1
I 5(n)(∞)TL(∞) I 
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十1 )fTun十1




1 z-s 1 =ρand 
inf 1 T-1(∞)-∞) 1 二次 σ? ρ and o are 一日 constants 
Ud，T} 
only on G‘， and p > (I， From the definitions of thεse constant8， we have 
1 ∞)T7211(∞) 1 討 andRLEM-1壬ρfora1 n 
The hand side of ;s easily gotten 
二 k" we have ]1.ιLυ ミぴ2an 'n一-(-，
15川∞)TLP)|2豆ρ2for al日i幻 )P門u1叫川
vve hト江四lゆはa九vethe left hm口1dsideClf @ 
30 A，F， Bearc10n and B. Maskit discussed the necessary and sufficient condition for 
a Kleinlan group 1:0 be finite ( [4J j， Here we sha11 8tate apart oI their 
Lεt l-' be a Kleinian group， '，Ve assume∞eu(I')， A 18 called a of 
of f' :f there exist {只計 cr， kニ>0 ，m，d lr;' = > 0 8uch tl、
<lz-rul (∞) 1 < 
corestant 
isεto for zeC to be a point of 
} cf'， jI，"二>0 and such tha1: 
1 >i~ヘ
herεi~ n 1s a constant on z， 
We denote the set of a1 of 0:' r 
Another condition， which 
there e京:i8t
Let z b日a fixec1 point of r， Denotεthe stabilizer of z I'¥， A set U with 
the pwperties is caHec1 for z: ( i ) Uis a union of t'vVOη 
haif-planes (or discs)， (ii) = U for a1 三and u)n u=ゆfora1l g苦['-rz' 
We say that z a cusped fixed of r ifeithεr z has a U or 
r zhas a free abelian subgroup of rank two。
寸~ ~o ~ed~~Bεardon and Maskit ( [4J )， 
PROPOSJ.TION 2， A Kleinian gγo!ぞ~D is if a幻d if eveJツ limit
r isα 0/ or a 
91 
eveYy 
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l{leinian group. 
。nr such thαi 
Let r PROPOSITION 3司
there exist 
finiteKleinian group. 
the:re ex 1St 丘1 (~Gぺ k2 ニ
gfi 
'01εfind 1mロ1Theorem 1 tIlet G本 isa 
5) and 3， we s'e for any 
o etl1d ldG勺>0denendin豆 onG* such that 
lz gJl(oo)l < 
(∞) 1 く ヘ、u η 
for (;:1 of propεrty of an Now let us 4. 
(:> 0) (十G'and K= theye exist 
L.eu1nUI3， 
LEIVi]VLA ，t For ηy 
on G中 S1Jchthat 
there exists a se'quence of 3， for any From of Proof. 
and 12 こ(ア suchthat distinct elements 
1). 
for any fixed rn > 0 which is 
(二G北 whichcontains thεre exist a sequence of distinct elements { 
c such that 





1 T"，C勺司 tIle1 
(1;Ltいε手)." i+l 
札口vfixed F'or any "(:i~回G ホ (ùi
holds 、p，3): 
S 1':;-xo 1 
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ρ3二 inf . 1 ∞)-∞) 1 " 
Tr:手む (11)ε一一 ， n~三 2
these constaηts are 
and 
and on 2.nd (;:. 'We have from 





什 1(∞)1 P3 ..J(n';) 
of Lemma 3， 
1 Z-Xっ|
llz SJ)(co)| IXc-∞、"tt U(以外 Y 
" OI 
S(n'，十1)






1 z- 十 1どユ & 
九 ρ1
1 z-5品(∞i1十 18ぷ(∞)S品I)(O}1 







1 ト -5品山)1 
1 z 
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This contradicts the assumption that (2.8) is not true. Thus we could prove Lemma 4. 
q.e.d. 
5. For any δ>0， we denote by I(o) a family of a countable number of c10sed discs 
{Dλ} of radii 1λ 主~ôsuch that every point of A(G*) is contained in some Int(Dλ). For any 
S(n)eG*ー {id}， we put 
BO) ニ {z I I z-Sー い)I 計 *R;} ， S(n) l-， ，- -(n)¥--" =，. ~'''(n) 
where k*=k*(G*) is a constant K in Lemma 4 depending on G*. Since A(G*) is a compact 
set， then there exists Dl'…， Dkel(δ) for any small o>O such that 
U L14コA(♂)
Let δbe a sufficiently small number. Then we obtain from Lemma 4 that there exist 
S(叫eG*and TVn+1e手fora fixed disc Di (1主U孟k)and for any point zeAiG*) n Di such that 
Bえ)3Z，k* R~(n) > li， Bえ+103ppandPRTvnJS(njL NO削 hatthenumberof{BU
with PR;{n)>L is finite for al t.Sothereexist a positive i蹴 gerN{i)， zjeAa(G*)円以，S附)
eG* and TI/-u)e手0'=1，…，N(i)) satisfying the following: 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
BO)3z，rR;>L， S(nU)) --， ，- --"(nU) 
(2) 
B'T， .0S(nU))ヨz，k*R7-. 均 三五L'j+l μ'j+10 S(nU) 
for j=l， 2，…， N(i) (i=I，…， k). 
Furthermore we can prove that the set of al such N (i)'s is a bounded set. 
LEMMA 5. For any small o>O and any Diel(δ)， there exisおαρositiveinteger No = No
(G*) such that N(i)三五Nofor all i=l， …， k. 
Proof. Take two arbitrary distinct transformations S(n(l)， S(n(m)) satisfying (2.17) and 
(2.18). Then they can be written in the forms : 
S(州))= Uvq 0・"0 Uν， oS(同)
and 
S(伽))=u，μyu--。EL410S(叫h
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vvhere eG場(的主主 ，〆(j=l，…， q;んニ1，…，r) and 二 q十符h ニ-1的




S:nce thεset of U B";' is 
5cG宇一 Ud) 
then thεre exJsts ρ> 0 811ch that I I 
zl孟ρ}コ 5 for al S山一( Thus it follows frつm
!日))(∞)川町)付注jRLn{ο)>ztJ
And also it can be 3e日nfrorH (2.3) and 
手 1
P匂
for aH i.So the cHsta町 frOl:lthe cencer of CO the ぽ nterof 州 i8not g町a加工ha江
口+ i. Henc巴Vieobtain from and 
くn:{(1 +土 ?、????
and 3D <ρ)2 (J
4(k九コ)2(1十1/九十 1S a l1U:l判berwhich on G本 and




for any = 1， 2，…孟 So and 
k*R~ > li孟
υ(n(j) 
From now on we shallヨssume0<μ三4，Then we have the theorem ( [lJ ， [2J ). 
THEOREM 2. Let &>0 be small JIlumber and let …， ρμ be 
a1ly つ The符 thereexist α N~ aηd ・ ネ
1ニ 1，"'， /". (ii) U:=l (Ui=l コl '~J= ム {η(j))the folωw仇 ))γ:( i)豆1¥ゐ
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(ドん包JVhZLL4.
Properties ( i ) anc1(ii) are immediate corollari問。fLemma 5 and (ii) is a 
consequence of (ii) and 
?? ?????
Proof. 






is a countable set. So it holds 
Hausdorff measure of 
the set 
the 






ll()j ¥ve obtain the 
，:11主主的 and (2) ， ， 
C'(nl 




















if!mctions aml Hau丹dゅrffI1eaS!lDre of 
h 
anζl ニ Clf‘ωanv 'Ti.:=γfγんε手(ん二 L ⑨剛?ρ 一一1)，we put 




the dcrivative crf 
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(3.1) 
dS(n)(z) J ， Rs、I--";~" 1-=(一一」一一一)μ=( 川ゐ 1cz十d||SJ(∞)-Z 1 
Take any fixed element Te手.Forming the sum of (2ρ-3)n terms with respect to al1 
S(叫in(3.1) with T V1ヰT-1，we have the following function 
(3.2) 
自 Rsi d3n)(z)i ~{ τ (n-)-)μ=玄|ーっァ|
号)'1 Sぷ(∞)-z1 s(n) 似
We denote it by x ~; T)(z) and call it the μ-dimensional computing function of ord町 non 
T. The domain of definition of x ~; T)(Z) is DT. 
We assume that S(I)εG* is of the form S(I)二TOS(I_1)(Te手).Then we can easily obtain 
from (2.1) and (3.2) 
Re 
附 x?TW∞))二三(1 S;;;~(∞)J3(l)(∞)|)=5) 明ア)ぺ
where S(n)S(I)=S(n+l)・
2. The purpose of ~3 is to seek for the relation between the computing function and 
the Hausdorff measure of A(G*) and we shall summerize the main result as Theorem 3 
( [2J ). For this purpose we need many lemmas. First let us consider the relation between 
two computing functions on the different elements of手.
LEMMA 6. For any tωo com仰 tinglunctions on the d;俳 renteleme仰 01y， itholds 
that there exisおσρositiveconstant k(l， μ) depending on l andμsuch that 
x~;;\z)計(l，μ)ヱ x~; Tv，l(Sυ)(z)， 
一 s(l)
ωhere limk(l，μ)=0 and S(i)二TVIO…。TV1'
l→∞ 
Proof. Let S(肝 l)eG*be of the form S(n+l)二 TVn十l。…。TVi+10TV1。…。TVl'where Tv，的'iE
手(μi=l， "'， n+刊fの)， T巧.牛ヰ T~計L: l U 二 1， "'， η +l 一lυ) and TV1町吋1ピ円=司:守宇:干宇げJ非と
S品(n叶+円ω，wehave 
dS(肘 i)(Z) dS(n+i)(Z) dS(i)(z) 
dz dS(円(Z) dz 
Then we obtain from (3.1) 
(3.5) 干ムん(加川n
1 S;品LニUい円ポ)(∞)-z1 ' 1 S川
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Forming the sum of (2ρ-3)肘 1terms in (3.5) with respect to S(叶 1)， we can easi1y see 
(3.6) 47トドアJM)(|SA-z 〉μ}
where S(I)= Tvt "'0 Tlノ1.Putting
ρm~x____ _ 1 z-c 1， r;.dDU，zedDV'U， V.乎“
we have 1 S(I)I(∞)-z 1孟ρ.Then， from (3.6)， we have 
x~~J)(z) 孟 (Rs(I/p)μ1x? 九J)(Sω(z))
0(1) 
Putting k(l， μ)=(Rs(l/ρ)μ，we obtain!!!?(Lμ)=0 
q.e.d. 
N ext we shall seek for the relation between two computing functions on the same T 
of different orders. 
LEMMA 7. Take any element Te手andzeDTnA(G本). Then for anyρositive integer 
n there exist two constants k1(n，μ)>0 and ん(n，u)>Osuch that 
(3.7) k1(n，u)xt;T)(z)勾 ?f(z)豆ι(n，μ)xt;T)(Z). 




x~~J)(Z)ニヱ{ 川s(: 1) 1 S;:;(∞)-S(l)(Z) 1μ 
Rμ 
s(l) 
1 S(I/(∞)-Z I/< • 
ρI=supiSJ(∞)-c 1，ρ2=inflSJ(∞)-c 1， 
s(n)'Cへr;.A(C・ ¥n，• S(n)eGへr;.A(C・)
σi =maxH~ 
SIM¥-eG*.... '-u(n) ， (n) 
ふ mmH~
SfM¥eG'" ....u(n)・(n) 
Since n isfixed， these constants are positive and depend only on n. Noting S(l)(z)eA(G*)， 
we have 
(3.9) 
σμ R~. tr~ 2 _ ..~(n _ vl 、 重一
ρ~ 1 S;:;(∞)-S(円(Z)1μtρ1. 
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ゾし←RS(I) _ _ ¥へい.'-1 ∞)-z 1 ) 
(2ρ-δ2/ρJμ 二 k1 a日d -3)匂σ 主 wehave 
3， N ow let us Q:I月 tvmlemmas on a sequence of 
LEMMA 8. Let be a sequence 01 
=∞ 仰 son~e T*e 手σ仰幻d必耐ず S印orn
on Int 
functions w ; T)(z)} . 
ゆosethat 
3丸開 liInバァい=∞
ProoL Let PT代 bethe distance from 20 to Put ニ 11 Z-Zo 1 ;豆 for
any fixed d (0< d <ρvVe shaIl define 二 -1 We divide the of 
this lemma in印 tVfOcases: and zelnt 中)-
the 
Case 1. Let z be any point of Then wεhave from the dennition of 
estimation : 
く
川)1 = 1十よ「 でよ"--1 
" '(ゐ)
I ∞)ゐド -1 ∞}-z1μl zmi}-
MWlSJ(∞)-z 1" 1 ∞)-zo 1μ
Sinc合ー(7;Joe--oTi:)(∞)a凶 za陀 co山 inedinDT4ila叫 D(九
and TヰTV)"， we obtain 
∞) -Zu 1 >PT地
for al n. 
Denote the recta噌山rcoo吋inat日Sof ZO， z a吋 S~~(∞礼治)， y) and 
Let us put 二 ISぷ(∞)-Z1μ ， Si凹 ef y)= -+(y-
μi2) vVεha河 thepartial derivadves : 
(品川WZ| いy)=p. 1 ∞)-ぃ-
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By use of the mean value theorem to f(z) on D(zo， d)， we obtain 
1 f(x， y)-f (:<0 ， Yo) 1 三五|五(:<0， ル)1 x-:<o 1 + 1創立:0， Yo) 1y一角|
三五 ( 1 長(:<0， ル)1 + 1 /Y(:<o， Yo) i) 1 z-zo 1 . 
Hence we have the following inequality : 
|SJ(∞)-z 1μ |SJ(∞)ゐ |μ1= 1 f(x， y)-f(札苅)1 
(3.12) 
孟2μ1S(~~(∞)-zo 1μ11 Z-ゐ 1.
Applying (3.11) and (3.12) to (3.10)， we have 
2ud 
(3.13) 1 17~; T")(Z)-17~; T')(zo) 1ξι17~ ; T'¥zo). 
IJ T ・
Since (3.13) is symmetric with respect to z， ZoeD(zo， d)， we obtain 
(3.14) わ?%)釘??)(Z)dld~。)，
where Klニ2μdρ子:+1.
Case 1. Let z be any point of Int(DT吻)-D(zo，d). Taking r>O sufficiently large， we 
have for i = 1，…，ρ 
D(zo， r)ニ {z1 1 zo-z 1壬r}コCi・
Obviously we can take a number ι(> 0)such that it holds r < K2ρT". Since S(~~(∞)ψT， 
we see 
1 S(~~(∞)-z 1 ~2r<2ιρT， ~2K2 1 S~: (∞)ゐ 1.
Hence we obtain from the above 
(3.15) x??)(Z)22( RS(n-)-)μ 丞-L-x?sT・¥ゐ)・S(n)1SJ(∞)-z 1 -(2K2)μ 
Putting K-lニmax(K1， (2K2)μ)， we have from (3.14) and (3.15) the following inequality: 
x?，T勺(z)>kxr，T勺(zo)
for al zeInt (DT.). 
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This shows that 二二 Cだ) on Int 
n→∞ 
LE1VIMA 9， Let {バI; be a sequfnce thal lin1 
n→∞ 
η 二 o some T*E手anclS07ne ??? 。幻
Int 
Proof. For any smaI1ε> 0， there exists a J二 l(ε) such that 
1 げに:)(∞)- 1 < 
From Lemma 4， there exist Z;，・0・P
ニ TLlo-oTJaI1dTLlヰTホ Letεand IIxed 
nDT宇佐n.dヘ such that 
n Since 
for any n， v'/herε ニ T';
that 1 Zj一訂以∞)1< forj=l，日圃，l? ancl U '; 
J宝IVis we may a部umε (Sj，(l)-l(∞)ε ふforJ二 L…，k. Then there 
exists a cornpact set K in 
be fixed， W e set 
so that Intand for =l"oo，k， LetK 







O'We divide the of ois lemma into three cases，伽t z isco山 inedロι(uj=l
1， Take anv ZEIC ln t加 "vay ~O t~'le of Lemma 8， we seε 
14Z--21LL-|1 ∞)-;';0 1μ-1 ∞)- 1ρ| 








Case I， Take any U )nlnt 
よづ，(1)
Then we have the 
est:matlOl1 : 
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J 守一一一一一一::l!!l主と)I 5~~ (∞) -z Iμ
Rと
で一一一一一」旦i=之)I 5~~(∞)-z Iμ
|I 5(~~(∞) -z Iμー |SJ(∞)一(恥))ー 1(∞)Iμ| 
|SJ(∞) -(恥よい)Iμ 
2μI 5~~ (∞) -(恥))一1(∞)Iμ 1ーI z-(持(1)一1(∞)I 
I 5(~~ (∞) -(弓υ))-1(∞)I μ
2μI Z-(5j，(I)-I(∞) I 
I 5(~~ (∞) -(与(1))一1(∞)I 
Since zeB~) ， for some j， we have 
ヴ，(円
Iz一(恥)-1(∞)I計吋(円
Here we note 出伽a叫t(向4忍晶恥恥'ベμ幼，(1))υω-1エ T*へ川。ベ(晶弓晶恥(υf一1))-1 
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Putting ~弓5j，弘，(ω0 之=之 T 一→1 and 5(，み向n叫包)=5泊n(ο2.2幻)， we get from (2.2) and (3.16) the following 
inequality : 
R~ 
I 5(~~(∞)一 (5j，(1))ーい) I = 司 ~J ， l l) 




Applying (3.19) to (3.18)， we see easily 
|xrTM 
R~" 2μεPRLハ
二 εX~; T')(Z). Hence it holds 
(3.20) バ ;T勺(z)<占X~;T')川
Not~ng 5;(~)(∞)eK ， we have X~;T・)(Sjl)(∞))出111X~;T勺(zo). Hence we obtain from (3.20) 
(3.21) x??)(Z)<Axf)ω 
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for a1 ZE (U九時山
Case II. Take any point zelnt(DT，)- 頃U!? ，)}. Let us .J) = 1は←j=l~ ~j.( l) 










Put τ二 max1 c-zo 1 >0 and Cf=刊号x1 S'-zo 1 >0. 
古εdK さり'1JT酢
In the way to the of Lemma 8， we have 
"7:"""1.、 1 (n) (∞) -z 1μ-1 ∞)-Zo 1μ| 
l dPM-dT)(Z)iで)三日斗工戸一一 1正日二77--
y、μ
J 町、一一一二三段L一一一きと)1 日~ (∞) ゐ |μ
l(∞)一ゐ |μー11Z-Zo1 
∞) -Z 1μ 豆一子ァ
-d!?)(Zo)




Jl1=max M2!， we have :三
for any point Int This COIl1pletes the proof of Lemma 9. 
-1. I¥low let us thε r;lair: theorer;n. 
THEOREM 3. The three are to each other .'
( i ) ; T可∞ 0)on sOJne T永ε手ωldsome Zo E Int 
(ii) ;T) 二∞ 0) 。ηIr.t any T!εy. 
∞ 0). 
As tbe proof of this theorem is so we divide it into five lemmas， First iNe 
shall prove that ( i ) is to (ii). For this purposeフ ilsuffices to shovv that ( i ) 
implies (ii) in the 
LElv1MA 10， S柳 ω that11m;e (/'; 1可ゐ)=∞ (010)問 someT玖Eif and some Zo e Int 
n→∞ 
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Then it holds limx~; T) (z)ニ∞ (or0) uniformly on Int (DT)βr any Te手.
n-→。
Proof. (1) The case of the limit ∞. From the proof of Lemma 8， there exists a 
constant K > 0 such that 
x~; T")(z) > 去 x~;T')(zo) 
for any positive integer n and any point zeInt (DT.). For any large number Mo>O， there 
exists an integer均 Z 均(Mo，Tホ)> 0 depending on Mo and T * so that X ~ ; T'¥Zo) > KMo for 
any n主no(Mo，T*). Hence we have 
(3.23) x~; T')(Z) > Mc。
for-any zelnt (DT.) and for any n主主的(MιT*)>O. 
N ow from (3.4) of Lemma 6， there exists a constant k(l，μ) > 0 depending only on μfor 
any Te手一 {T勺 such that 
(3.24) x~~[)(z') > k(l，μ) x~;T'\T*(z')) 
for any z' e Int (DT) and any nミno(Mo，T*). As T*(z')elnt (DT.) ， we have 
l i mx ?'少T'門*勺勺)(T* (いzどハ刈'):い)片ル)トご一=
n~令砂α3
的(Mo，T)eN剖 isfyingx~1;)(z)>Mo for any zelnt (DT) and any 位向(Mo，T). If we put 
n*(Mo)ニmTJ均(Mo，T)}+l， itcan be easily seen that it holds X~;T)(Z)> Mo for a町民
手andany n~n*(Mo) and any zelnt (DT). Hence we obtain for any Te手limx?T)(z)=∞
nー→00
uniformly on Int (DT). 
(11) The case of the limit O. From the proof of Lemma 9， there exists a constant M> 
o such that x~川)(z) 豆 MX~;T')(ゐ) for any zeInt (DT・).From the assumption there exists 
an integer no = no(ε， T *)eN for any small ε> 0 such that it holds for any n孟均(ε，T勺
x t;T勺(zo)<ε1M，where的 (s，T*) depends on εand T *.Then we have 
(3.25) X ~ ; T")(z) < ε 
for any ze Int (DT・)and any n与主的(ε，T*). Now from (3.4) of Lemma 6， there exists a 
constant k(l，μ) > 0 depending only on μsuch that 
(3.26) x~1;'\z' 
for any Te手 {T勺 andany z' e Int (DT・).Hence， from (3.25)， (3.26) and Lemma 9， there 
exists an integer的(ε，T)eN depending on any ε>0 and any Te手suchthat X~;T)(Z)< ε 
for any zeInt (DT) and any n孟no(ε，T). Let us put nぺε)=max{no(ε， T)} . Then we have 
T.手
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バ;T)(Z) <εfor any はが(e)，any zdnt (DT) and any Te手.
q.e.d. 
5. N ext we shall show that (ii) implies (ii). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that limx~; T)(Z)=∞ (or 0) for a即日手間約聞か on1nt (DT). 
Then it holds M~(A(C*))=∞ (or 0). 
Proof. (1) The case of the limit ∞. From the assumption of this lemma， for any Te 
手andany M > 1， there exists an integer 向 =no(M)eN depending on M such that 
(3.27) x~; T)(z) > M 
for any zdnt (DT) and any n主no(M).Let an integer n1 (孟no)be fixed. Consider (2ρ-2) 
(2ρ_3)n，-1 elements of the grade n 1 • Take an element S(町)=S(n，_l)OT-1 of the grade nl 
among them and let it be fixed. Let F仇 bea covering of Aa( Cつdefinedin ~2. We take n， 
a covering consisting of a finite number ofdosed discs B:T:;F問，冗〆2
B(ω2D )iL.e.U Q B(ω2幻)コAa(C*勺)nB~ω2幻) . Here we assume t出ha抗tcδ)> 0 issufficiently small such 
S(n，) _._. ~ Jニ ).LJS(m;) ~ ..U¥ - " '.LJ S(町)
that no -nl > no・
We Shall put ??tBR=32弘{mj}. We amend these closed discs B~:m，)' ・ ， BにQ)inthe
following; 
(i) if mj-m*=向 r(rez， rミ0)，then we put mj= mj， and 
(2) 
(ii) if mj-m事=nor+s(冗seZ，r詮0，1 ~五 S壬no-1)， then we replace the closed disc B 5 
(mj) 
(2) n (2) 
with (2ρ-3)叫 sdiscs of the grade mjエ nゾ十no(r+1)=mj十(no-r)， B'S;，(mj)'…， BS~~P_3)町三(叫)・
(2) r ~(2) ~(2) 
By this procedure，we get a new covering of Aa(G*)n BSM)COIlslstlng of BS(問 ;)J…pBS(mFが





We again amend these closed discs BS(m;)p--v HS(m'R)in the following manner. 
1n 印刷 ofclosed discsd fp d ，there exist a finite number of systems 陥"(m;r -"(m'R) 
(1孟h三五n)with the following properties: ( i) each WmZ has (2ρ 3)叫 closed discs of the 
grade m k and (i ) the grades of closed discs in different systems are not necessarily equal. 
Here we印刷hatWmz={B1(川 (mZ-n，)I j=l， 2，"'， (2ρ-3)向}.We repla削 h悶 (2ρ-3)崎
closed discs in each system WmZ by closed discs whose grade numbers are m k -1. We repeat 
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suc.b. 120 timεs for each (1;玉玉n). Thenwεseεfrom 
I ，~J > 
After such reTJlacement wεrea.ch to a neVI of 円ふ「(nl)consisti11官 ofclosed 
(Uく




where and the sum口1atlon tlo hand skl日 istaken DVer al 
transfonnations in Gホ。fthe form Thmlwεhave from and 
‘す 一%、.ィ
S(m"-Jl1) 
=vv j T)i可 1(cご!)) 
別院 )/)¥'日(川)、 ノ， ;:> jl! 
vvhε14eS(η，)ニ _110T-1 and 1:he :3Umrnation In 1:3 talζ引1('fV町~ 3.1 transforrnatiO:.1S of the 
feorm 心バニ _1)0T一 I-enceV;le obtain fr()1Tl and 
Q R z (RSI11旬、)1と IC(η0，μ) ~~ 






N holds ror anγclcs日dcEsc we obt.ain f;ol11 and th日
ri Liγ)孟
人
great己rtharl. we o'bta.:n [1'01rて
The C:lse ()f the iimit O. .From i.he for町ロザE川 1anyεO，1:h，空白ε計百ts
onιsllch th<rt a 
〆
‘、町民Z
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for any z百1n1: Take any sufficientiy large integer 1 (~主的) and let it be fixed. Then 
there exist ヰ Ci==l，'00) (2ρ2) such that 
urJ山











S-;五nQ- Sincε 二 S((v~ l)向卜 s)， "'I，Tle can sε 
Lhe SU111γnation in the bcth sides of 
-卜5，we obtain 
OVel" 21 transformat:ons of the grade (1'一







If we repe;3.t this (ァ-1)timεs， 've obtaln 
(ZP ~ 2)(2戸 3)ι ー (2戸 2)(2戸 3i~1
Z (1?8 γくと~j.(i)ノ




Since the ritht hand side of tends to zero as l' tends to the 
(2戸 2){2ρ 3)1~1 J，i ;史k =0 
Hence '01εcan conclude 勺)二 =0，
vve have 
6. N肝 weshali prove that ( i). At Erst we shall show this fact in the 
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case of the limit 00 a.s follows. 
LEMMA 12. 則的)=∞， then Ii町!tp
一一歩 CQ
=∞ for some T*e手andsome Zo e 1ぱ
(Dr.). 





Let us put S(叫)=1'九 1'hεn. for a:n.y J!) (ミ主的)and any n 
ーへ (2) there exists eGキ suchthat z官 ("1)' where = S(n，削 O
there exist S'i(}/氾Gホザェし…， (2ρ-3)叫刀。)such that 










Here we note that it holds from 
(2戸_3)121-nO







二;T') (110) (∞)) x 
= Zo y ¥Ve ca:n. see三r.elnt Hence WC obtain the from (3. 
and 
n 〈ご ? ??
??
→∞ 
This concludes lim 4主ひっ
'1 In on:ler toshoVv that i ') .in tbe casεof the limit 0， we have prove 
the len1nl(1 
∞ Inγ 0) sOJ'ne 
LElvlNu¥ 13. thai the;v1♂ cxists (!， 
T!zc!但 uh♂!ds 
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Proof. At first Iet us -orove this lemma in tI1e case of the iimit∞a 




nu日立berlVl' > O.there exists a 
p品"]才 >M'for a立yz"dnt 
，;二z
n，十 J 、 J









for any .zdnt (DT) and any = r;'o T' 0 
any TE手andany zε1叫 wァtVie find that 
1Nhere T~ 1-'苦手.N 5(3)(Z)ε[川:for
孟長(3， for any T，正予and2ξlnt 
Here let tlS putη。二叫十3.Since 、Nemay take M' > 1 
二 14> 1， vve obtain 
(342)x:T)(z)ミ M>l
on Int for any TE lf
No'vv let us cOf'sider ~h，e computin叉 function l~(J'; 
!川，q叫
For imy srnaliε> G there exists a 
on εsuch that itトolds
_ 0 
c 
large such that 
2.t 20， where is a 
nlE1-h2JC o== 
for any z"D (九州ε)n Int where δ(ε) )二 {zllz-zol< Tal叩 a
ぷ(ε))n V、ハ F寸「寸 J ・ 1i>り 1i1en rnere eXIS仁sa 
Int (Dp ) and 80 
>xZ;T)(S(J)(∞))ピ
l¥ow Vl!εhave from 
q-T事∞))二門忘づ(1)μ.
0(伊匂)
the I1al1d side of we obtain 
手帆川f q 「Z(RM)osJ 1 
ο(刊) ー即 1- (fnt
/~'l I ~ s(/)μ| 
¥ρ((j -l)n，) .-1 
'Nhere is the ic1εntitv. Since 
such th"，t 
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ヱ 五山)05(J/
ヲI 、 ~J.i ; J " '~\n-v) ーでこ凡 (S ((j一川0$凸(∞))， (j丞
町)0
haVe from 
的 S(I)(∞))> M， (j詮
lf Vle 
内 ノ明 n
ぷ((j-lko十[-1)) 1 J);:E {jt wh己reふ((jー l)t1tl)。
an仁 to 令 thenwe obtain 
> Mq一ε.
He日ceYJ;l'εcaロconclude
For any intεger Jrtニ qno斗 r，εZ， 1]， r主0，r二三的 let us put nニ andlニ
qno in Lemma 7. Then we have from 
!，dno， // ~.ð (JL ; 
/""I'll 
/" 一、 川 :LTm)(
Hence from and we can conclude jTつ(ゐ)∞.
f'.l ext we shall show this lernma in the case of thεHmit O. From L合mma6tl、ereexists 









f ror ~UIV l = . aad a!ly弓3)= 'T'o Tf 0 'T材¥=，GへwhereT， } .' E手.Since 、¥N七、
can see from 
(;3)仇))ェO
F Ior anv ニ tli-3， we ohtain frull1 Le;nn12， 9 that for any smallι>0 
3勾=no(ε) clepぞndin只 onεsuchthat 
一三、 £ 
for anv ZE lnt and a町口事.
:ロ the "'Na..y乱 inthと caseひfthc limit コ町 ¥NCobta;n froru 
=0. 
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8. At last let us prove that 
the limit O. 
q.e.d. 
( i ) from the iemma in the case of 
LEMMA 14. Aq(A(G勺)= 0， then hol出 that v， ; T') (z 0) = 0 Jら someT'若手
and some 
Proof. A主:，ssumethe c 
O叫thε訂rf叩川mLe叩日mm口凶a we obtain that therε exist a subs問emce{ι，; of ; Tl(z)} 
ano 0< 三三∞ such that 
ことr
z→∞ 
for sorne T'" E手and3m祖母小
Ifα=∞， then '(llTf; can seε:rom Lernma 13 tnat Cu; ∞. JPlence wεhave from 
L¥三mma11 二 W. 1、1i3contradicts the 二 u. Sc we may 
a3sumεi:l1at 0<α< 00. Then it hoIds 
0< lirn (f'; 壬 l;m叫 dTい<∞
n~α n-+co 
fo:-a町 Tε 話andany 吉Ini:
N Q，;V take a compa.ct set K in Int 
constants c]， such that 
0< C~;玉 lim 三五lim
/2-'αコ →∞ 
for any zεr 
a 
anc11ε il:bεfixεd. Then there exist 
C2 < ト∞
we can回 s閃 thatthere exists 
on e arld K such that 
oくじ1 ε孟え，(p;T勺(z)壬ら+ε<+∞
for any zεK and any幻詮氾0・Forany large integer n] > no we can takε 
7ホoεGネ suchtI1at Let such be fixed. Thεn for any smaJl OC> 
0， there exist a integerη。二 depending on o and closεd discs 
四 h出atn1j>幻](j= 1， and I此 (K)コ 日)i1 
we can take a natura; nUHlbet n* so 
";ve get from 
that it rnay hold n ': -rn，与主的 forj=l，… Then 
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Rs・一、oS，ぃ μ
(3.53) C1一ε孟玄(〓Eご'J} \ff~jJ )孟 C2+e・
S(f-mAvt叫 j
It holds from (3.53) 




tら2亙k十ε S(仰n'-一m叫吋:;l 、… 




~ (Rs(~ ，)" >-:;-キて玄 (Rs附 )μ.
j=l 門 J し2T e S(n'_ n，) 
，τ 
~ (Rs(が)μニヱ C'仰に町)J(町2rX (Rs(叫))μ
s(n'一叫 S(n*-nd .L¥..，')(叫)
=x?ょっ)(S(n，)(∞)) X (Rs(同)ぺ
we have from (3.55) 
~ 1 ~:T円
(3.56) 玄(Rs，_Y'>一-xUJ(品川(∞))X (Rs，_，)" . 
j=l(吋 C2+ε.'--OJ{同)
Since n* -n1;; no， we have from (3.52) the following: 
Q 
(3.57) ~ (Rs(叫)μ > 主二三 (Rs(n)μ.
j=l ら+ε
Hence we obtain from Corollary 2 the following relation : 
N (hw-iMf(A(G*)nBL) 
ミlim[inf{32(2R:)f}]
。→， "，IJ/k.， _(2) _ -，:;'1/品一(附，)r""} R内 e:i'
no -0{mj) no 
=2i.丘二5.R~ > 0・
C2十ευ(n，)
This contradicts the assumption M ~ (A( G *) = O.
111 
q.e.d. 
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Then we could prove the main Theorem 3. 
94. Hausdorff dimension of A( G*) and Poincare dimension of G ぺ
1. 1n this section we shall consider the relation between the Hausdorff dimension of 
A(G*) and the Poincare dimension of G*. Now let us give the definitions. 
Let r be a Kleinian group. Assume that∞dl(r) and ∞is not fixed by any element 
of r other than the identity. The Hausdorff dimension d(A(r)) of A(r) is defined as 
(4.1) d(A(r)) = iぱ{~ I M~ (A(r))=O} 
The Poincare dimension of r is 
(4.2) P(r) = inf {μI~ (Rs)μ<+∞} 
s.r-{id} 
At first we shall prove the following theorem. 
TH印刷 4. Put 刷
o < M1 • (A(G*)) <十∞
Eμ 
Proof. If M 1μホ (A(G*))=∞， then we have from Theorem 3 that for any large M > 2 
there exists a positive integer rzo = rzo(M) depending only on M such that 
(4.3) X~;T')(Z) > M 
for any Te手andany zeInt (DT). Since the function X ~ ; T)(Z) is continuous forμwith 








for any r.ε手andany zeInt (DT). We have hrom (3必)
xZ叶 S(∞)) >伊)q
for any S(∞) e Int (DT) ( SeG* - {id}) and any positive integer q. Hence we obtain 
J15 x ::;+6T)(sd 
tMjμ* is t1 
On a limit set of geometrically finite Kleinian group lコムU
]百fA d~トM 持勺切乍)ド)ド=0，then for 川 S 口rua凶1叫l
no二 η⑪(ε)depε:ηlding only on e: such tha一t 
?????????
for a町了若手 anda町 zEInt
a 日umbぞro== (1 
γ、rayas the case of ∞J lNぞcanchoose 
onlv onεsuch that 
(J/-.r5'，1') .< 2ε< 1 
句
for any 1右手 a吋 E刈 ZεInt th伝 U2，eof 明~Te hHve 
判 -S，T) ∞))く
for any q， where Then we have ]I/J = O. 'fhis 
co山 adicts山 tレisthe I-:L-:tusd 
丸 Atlasc we shall prcve an irnporta口tresult. 
TEOREM :)， ft holds d ~ /り、
11 order to prove thI!3 theof己m ¥Fe need the i出lHYJ.a，
Lm汎]'e/lAJら 二 O噌 JFMJZZ μ くー トつよ
Proc，j' Since 埼))=0，'1'1εhave fromTheorem :3Em ? ? (，n 
lnt for any "re '1/. For ，my e 0 there exists a n，() ==ε) 
01ε 川こhthatぺ-<fo:r anyアf手日nda勾 zE:lnt If wc take a:.Jy 








工εt 仁:日not日 /.! the StE1 of terrn.s " of cdl elemε山 s the 〆心fCす
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∞∞ (2p -2)(2戸 3)削 -1
μ ==~L二2: CZ 
間三 m=l jニ1
問)lμ)
In order to show the convergence of the series 2: it suHices to prove the 
∞ 











Sincεε>0 is small， we can conclude ~μ=z Lt<十∞ This
SeG':'-{id} m=l 
the 。fthis lemm;:L 
1n [4J ， Beardon and IVlaskit have the result. 
PRCPOSITION 4. r is I(leiniaη g'rout) it h01出 三五
iP(町三2
3. Now let us th吃 of Theorem 5 
Proof of Theorem 5. From 4 and Lemma 15， itcan 'Je seen 
州認片P(G*)壬2.It ls weli k1…伽，if 作仇 tmZ 刷 4<十∞(呂田口J)
3ε['-{idr 
Ifd川、ifC今日=2， then Theorem 4 0 <勺)<∞ Butthis contradicts thε fact 
2:; (RS)4<∞o Thus we completεthe of Theorem 
SeG、 {id}
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Appendix 
Let G be aωaf耐
was already stated i加nt白h巴Introductionof this paper. 
Recently D. Sullivan announces in [1] that this is true for G and the proof will app巴arin [2] . And 
also it is reported that the J apanese mathematician M. N akada proved this conjectur巴 forG by the 
different method from Sullivan's. 
[1] . D.Sullivan， Discrete conformal groups and measurable dynamics， Bulletin of the Amer. Math. Soc.， 
6 (1982)， 57-73. 
[2] . D.Sullivan， Entropy， Hausdorff measures old and new， and limit sets of geometrically finite Kleinian 
groups， Acta Math. (to appear). 
